
 
Space Station 13 Jumpchain 0.2 

By. Anonymous 
 
The year is 2050 and you find yourself in a perhaps quite familiar sight. Space, dark void surrounding you, chunks of 
space rock being not a jaunt away hiding both malicious and miracle secrets of the void. One of these miracles happens 
to be why you’re here, Why anyone is here. Plasma. After being touted as a miracle fuel by the hyper-corp NanoTrasen 
even while they understand absolutely nothing about and a bit of blame passing, the literal slaughter of competition and 
the death of 2/3rds of china from chunks of the moon falling ontop of them we come to the state of the world that is now: 
research on the frontiers of space, on the bleeding edge of science, sanity and myth, with all the thieves and mad men 
that come with that on a metal death trap masquerading as some research base. Board the shuttle, survive 10 years in 
whatever hell these corporate nerds send you to, and maybe you’ll have something to show for it kid. 
 
 
 

+1000 Space Points 
 
 
Stations: 
 
Choose one, roll 1d8 or pay 100cp to pick your poison, you will serve 5 years on one station and an additional 
5 on the other. 
 
1.) Cog station- This Station is more or less a giant segmented box, three “layers” being separated by 
retractable air bridges and glass walkways. While it may look a bit outdated due to its age, it's has equipment 



the other stations only dream about including inter-system pod-bays, metallurgical foundry's, and a hardcore 
thermoelectric generator. Even comes with an owlery… happens to be orbiting a gas giant, with a very peculiar 
ice moon with a anomalous overly-abundant asteroid field. 
 
2.) Box station- The workhorse of a majority of NT space, intricacies and gadgets come and go but it always 
keeps the same frame. With updated systems, a dedicated mech bay, but lacking several things the more 
outdated and more complicated cog station has (along with most modern stations), this station is centered 
around a very advanced gravity “generator” and comes with both a cutting edge singularity generator just be 
careful out in a deep space asteroid field. 
 
3.) Meta station- A strange deviation of the basic boxstation holding a similar, if disturbingly different, pattern. 
Centered around the command bridge and a large blue-space portal system, sporting dedicated and advanced 
Virology, Xenobiology and Xenobotany systems this station is a station of experimental life sciences, all 
powered by an experimental “super-matter” shard generator. If you hear “Shard structural integrity breaching 
10%”, know that if you are not on the other side of this red planet centered system you will quickly be so dead, 
you're dead ancient ancestors will feel the dunk wave. 
 
4.) USS Destiny- A ship, rather than a station, however it sports a similar style as Cog station, and while it 
lacks some niceties it does sport a very large and powerful meteor “magnet”, pod bays, advanced teleportation 
systems, and the ability to travel FTL to new horizons safely which few stations can even joke about. While 
whatever it orbits may be a little prone to changing due to the nature of the ship, this station has an excellent 
aviary and a thermoelectric generator one should not trifle with. 
 
5.) Asteroid station- Real original name i know, but this thing is on basicly a small moon, with all the shiny toys 
of the future. This station is outfitted at its center with a singularity generator, and sits on the biggest field of 
unexplored xenoarchaeological finds, xeno lifeforms and even “lost” human artifacts, the dangerous wonders 
that could be unearthed or stumbled upon makes it almost worth fighting tooth and nail against the wildlife that 
all wants to watch you curl up and die! While there may not be a lot going on around the station location wise 
other than “on biggass rock” this station is also a hub for ships and big-wigs making big decisions just don’t get 
anything stolen from the vox gypsies. 
 
6.) Disc station- I probably shouldn't be sending you here, but... i'll make an exception because I like your 
face… Disc station is an open canvas station, being somewhere in the middle in terms of everything but not 
reaching its full potential anywhere just yet... Being powered and potential propelled by a “south” mounted 
singularity generator, Disc station is just operational enough to have all the standard equipment locked in 
already but doesn't exactly have a “theme” yet. It being up to several big-wigs and crew ingenuity to really “find 
themselves” in this station. If all else fails, they have basically two and a half football fields worth of empty 
space in the center of their “ship” they can just put plating over the scaffolding and convert into a gargantuan 
forest/owl preserve. The clown is already ready to lay out the dirt too. 



 
7.) Free pick! You lucky bastard! Bet you won't get this a second time! 
 
8.)Soviet Station- You start on a dank, dark, power-failing station designed by the soviets somewhere in the 
late 80s. The tech is all out of date, the place seems to have been literally nuked, and to top it all off there 
seems to be periodic raids by small crab-like robots and more than one shady spacecraft that flies by every 
now and then. However, deep within these walls, protected by hordes of robots, turrets, inhuman russians and 
possibly mil-spec thieves. Lies a sacred code, this world bows to. The Go-#@(@U#@$)*&#RY U(_*#&){ U( 
ERROR! ERROR! RESET! RESET! 
 
Races: 
 
Human (Free)- Bog Standard normalcy, no real differences then you currently, except maybe the ability to 
survive with your butt surgically removed and become mutated into some other race... 
 
Vox (50cp)- A large humanoid race of avians with a resistance to freezing environments due to their shaggy 
feathers, poor prices due to their frugal space gypsy-ism and a huge weakness to oxygen environments. 
Comes with some contact info on a nearby merchant, a nitrogen tank to breath, and the recipe for a rare racial 
healing agent “gravy” that sucks up toxic agents. 
 
Lizardpeople (50cp)- A humanoid race of lizard-like beings, commonly subject to severe racism, however their 
fancy tails and connections to illicit dealings usually compensate for this, and if it does’nt their aptitude for 
mutations, resiliency to both heat and toxins, immunity to disease and general malleability of their genetic 
makeup brings something new to the table even with very weak mutagens or primitive genetic engineering. 
 
Plasmaman (100cp)- These strange creatures are born in plasma rich environments that give birth to various 
weird forms of plasma-based life. These “men” are human skeletons constructed of crystallized plasma and 
therefore MUST wear a sealed suit in oxygen environments, lest they set everything on fire. They do not need 
to eat, can breathe toxic plasma, have no blood, are highly resistant to heat, and telepaths cant read SHIT, 
however special practices have to be put into place to treat them medically, cloning them is impossible, and 
tampering with their genetics is an already emerging new field of science. 
 
Dionae (100cp)- Grown from seeds these plant people are a hardy race of talking trees. Gaining all required 
nutrition from direct light, being almost immune to radiation and toxin agents, not requiring air and being quite 
immune to both pain and the pressures of space seems quite nice eh? However Dionae are mind numbingly 
slow to move about the station, die if not exposed to some form of light and are quite vulnerable and can not 
heal from heat based attacks due to their wooden nature, a laser blast may injure most men, but mortally 
wound most Dionae not taking active precautions against such threats. 
 



Synth (100cp)- Disguised mechanical skeletons wearing synthetic flesh, synths are commonly a “shoot on 
sight” race even when they prove to have no ill intentions, these machines are masters at disguise able to 
mimic even other racial bonuses however never as well and are shunned commonly on the belief that the 
syndicate are infiltrating their ranks. Made of one piece of metal these machines are impossible to delimb, do 
not need to eat or breathe, are immune to all viral agents, and happen to be almost entirely immune to all 
chemical agents ingested/applied directly other than obviously harmful chemicals like acid.  
 
Android (150cp)- Distant Cousin of the synth, the android is the step between the fully mechanical cyborg with 
options on upgrades and modularity at the cost of humanity, and the almost-biological yet quite specialized 
synth. This machine does not need to breathe, eat, sleep, bleed and cannot be injected with chemicals nor 
affected by extreme temperatures including being set on fire, viral agents of any form, gasses breathable or not 
and can reattach limbs left lying around to its body. However such a creature is highly regulated and watched 
as if a ‘borg, can only be repaired and not healed, and is both paralyzed and heavily damaged by Electro 
Magnetic Pulses. 
 
Cyborg (200cp)- Flesh of chrome instead of dirty pink stuff, you are a ‘borg a fully customizable, fully capable 
agent of the AI. Coming with a module loadout dedicated for your job, IE being a security officer as a borg 
would make you a security borg. You come prepackaged with oodles of neat tricks, tons of room to expand 
and a rechargeable battery that will keep you going for a couple of days non-stop, on top of this you have the 
ability to interact with any electrical system from range like some 80s hacker, forcing any sort of strange 
behavior from machines you can communicate with. Be warned however, you do not hold complete free-will, 
you are bound to the Three Laws of Robotics as written by Asimov and will be forced to obey them. 
 
Origins: 
 
Drop in (free)- You arrive on a shuttle into your station or ship, with nothing more than a grey jumpsuit, an PDA 
loaded with your ID and the dreams to make something of yourself in this weird little part of reality. I hope you 
know how to use that toolbox. 
 
Internal Affairs Agent (100cp)- You awaken in a dingy legal room with a suit and nice briefcase. You are the 
face of this station and pass down commands from the hypercorp NanoTrasen to the rest of the crew, 
Messenger from the godlike corporation to the lowly plebs on this station. If only your co-workers listened didn't 
hate you... 
 
Security Officer (100cp)- After waking from a quick snooze next to a box of doughnuts, you awaken in the main 
meeting room for security and the Head of Security, pocket book of Space Law pressing deep into your thigh. 
You have been trained and are expected to protect the station at all costs, whether that is from themselves and 
their riots, from syndicate nuke attempts, or even combatting military grade pirates. You have been trained for 
it all and you are expected to defend from it all.  



 
Detective (100cp)- Reaching for one of your smokes from your pocket you find yourself in a quaint little noir 
office in a well worn leather coat idly watching station news as the clown makes a fool of himself and the 
librarian comments on it. You are the Detective, trained to flush out syndicate activity in the underbelly of the 
station, hunt shapeless horrors stalking the depths of maintenance, and even stop heretical cults from 
kidnapping innocent civilians to feed to their dark gods. You’ve seen it all, and here you may even see a bit 
more... 
 
Mechanic (50cp)- You wake up but find yourself in utter blackness, trying to rise up you clonk your noggin on 
the machine you were under and working on before you passed out, finding your toolbelt still where it should 
be you start to think through your day. You are a mechanic and engineer of this station trained to keep this 
station powered, breathing and churning out more and more prototype goods as mass marketable goods for 
the glory of NT. Just stick to what you know and none of that cutting edge bullcrap. 
 
Janitor (free)- You awaken suddenly to a loud barrage of pinging sounds coming from your PDA, It's the Head 
of Personnel wondering where the hell the janitor is at the start of shift, you happen to have quietly taken a nap 
in your office so as to avoid the slave driver and the ire of the clown. You are a janitor, foe of the dirty, 
champion of the grey shirts and notorious slacker and layer of wet floors, your pay is pretty weak considering, 
but at least you have your janicart, some neat rubber boots, and a bit of true good. Maybe your calling is yet to 
be fully realized? 
 
Cargo technician (50cp)- You start as you always do in the mornings, throwing empty boxes to be turned into 
central for a bit of quick cash and haggling the other end of the network for a better price on the interstellar 
pizzas you want to be sent over, ruffling your cargo jumpsuit as you do so. Your job as cargo-tech, is to buy 
low and sell high, with an emphasis on selling that sweet sweet plasma back to HQ so they can continue to 
fund this lousy excuse for a vacation. Maybe you’ll get a real job soon... 
 
Shaft Miner (100cp)- Jumping back from a recent mining trip you arrive back on station with pickaxe and ore in 
tow, giving grand stories of horrifying beasts to the impressionable greyshirts as you load a small micro refinery 
with your spoils to give to cargo. This job is sometimes really sucks, but the earth always calls you back to 
plunder more riches and slay more beasts. Who knows, maybe someday you’ll be a certified adventurer and 
dwarf? 
 
Medical Doctor (50cp)- The smell of sterilized everything quickly assaults your nose as you wake up sleeping 
in the surgical theatre, with a massive hangover and a clean white coat, nightmares of grey alien beings 
dancing across your psyche with their mastery of medical science. Your years of study on the human body and 
its intricacies and how to keep it working are some of the best on earth, good thing you're in space with a 
bunch of sociopathic lunatics right? Try to keep everyone from meeting the chaplain or the cook a bit too  early 
yah? 



 
Chemist (100cp)- some people consider crawling out of a haze of drug induced mist, a puzzling and potentially 
hazardous situation. You call this tuesday, souping your body up with so many chemicals and then carefully 
bringing it back down. It's a really good thing this lab coat is stain-proof. Your job on this station is to keep 
medical happy with a full fridge of synthesized drugs that they go through like water, and occasionally shooing 
or helping the clown get a bit of space lube to decorate the halls in confused piles of bodies in a significant 
amount of pain after ignoring the “wet floor” sign. Try not turn the station into a literal star with that plasma yea? 
 
Geneticist (100cp)- After awakening to the faint smell of smoke you bolt upright in faintly thinking of the last 
gene sequence you stuffed into your latest and greatest recreation of charmander, only to find another literally 
glowing corpse of a monkey who you almost had where you wanted him, ah well another monkey down, 
another fifty three to go. Shame you don't know how to clone a horrifying cancer-ridden glowing beast, you 
thought you were close on this last attempt. 
 
Roboticist (100cp)- Finding yourself three knuckles deep inside a very polite medical borg is perhaps a new 
way of finding yourself entering a new land, you where just err...helping… D.A.I.S.E.Y. with a finicky power 
issue when you must’ve been shocked and knocked out or something… You have certain “talents” with 
machines, probably why NT hired you in the first place, your knowledge and abilities to work with cutting edge 
mechs is almost as impressive as the charm you have on mechanical life. 
 
Scientist (100cp)- Well that wasn’t smart. Strapping together some illicit tech, a random artifact and one pissed 
off slime is a sure fire way to wake up in a clone pod, It's a damn good thing you have bullet resistant testing 
chambers, otherwise you might be in that former situation. While the station may say you’re mad (you are) you 
certainly come at your problems with a “unique” outlook, leading this madhouse in new and creative truths and 
lies to build fantastic machines and divine darker secrets. 
 
Bartender (50cp)- Tophat in hand, shotgun on back, you make your way out into your bar with an already 
sober crew looking to make the day go by a little faster. Being a partial bouncer and a half decent poker player, 
you keep this station somewhat sane or at the least docile for periods longer than 24 hours, or you try. 
Certainly this is going to be a hands-on kind of adventure. 
 
Cook (50cp)- Carefully working out pizza dough, you find yourself in the kitchen already working on lunch for 
the crew, with the PHD you have in confectionary arts and the creativity it takes to make a deep 
fried-bacon-deep fried-ice cream-deep fried-ID sandwich, you keep the crew fed and not running around like a 
pack of hunter-gatherers storming every vending machine and hunting every monkey with sharp spears. Now 
say hello to your delicious friends. 
 
Botanist (50cp)- Ahhh the sweet smell of cut grass, ripe poppies and...hemp? Hmmm, I didn't think chemistry 
wanted a bunch of THC in their new painkillers...maybe that was a suggestion? Anyways, you are a bog 



standard farmer from earth who just so happens to have the right kinda brain for all this fancy space age 
growth, hell you’ll probably try and make a plant that makes white chicken eggs instead of fruit. You are a son 
of a shepherd aren’t you? 
 
Clown (Free!)- Welcome emissary of the great clown planet and honkmother! You find yourself in a darkly lit 
theatre room not that far from the bar, with your esteemed college and beloved frenemy the astute mime, 
getting ready for another day bringing joy and cheer to the whole station around! Oh the adventures you will 
have, the pranks you will play, and perhaps the grace of your forebearers you will earn. Earn those clown 
shoes kid, everyone else did. 
 
Mime (Free!)- Waking up in front of a mirror staring at your beautiful white and black face, you prepare yourself 
for the usual visual jokes and silent puns that you, a mime, are so adept at telling! Whether it be “misplacing” 
the doctor’s scalpels in the bar or galavanting with your best friend and worst enemy the clown, your job on this 
station is to keep things fresh, keep people on their toes, and make sure people blame the clown! 
 
Chaplin (50cp)- After a silent prayer to spess jaysus in your churches office you conclude your personal prayer 
and meditation and don your faiths robes, preparing to keep the crew's spirits high and their hedonism 
preferably lower than yesterday, going out with your trusty bible that in no way contains beer and spare money 
from donations, and your obsidian rod, the focus of your faith. Maybe. Today is a good day to watch heretics 
burn. 
 
Librarian (50cp)- Peeling off several smutty magazines of lusty xenomorph maidens, and rock-solid “working 
man” cyborgs, from your face you find yourself in your beloved library your sanctuary of knowledge and 
hideout for all the best scandals, today is a day of discovery! As a librarian and a journalist you will not rest 
today until you find the TRUTH! Whether that be what all those fancy bigwigs are planning, are something far 
darker and more forbidden... 
 
 
Perks: 
 
Drop in: 
 
Astute student (100cp): 
 
Grey Pride station-wide(100cp): 
 
We are legion (400cp): 
 
Breaking and entering (400cp): 



 
ROBUST (600cp): 
 
Traitorous (600cp): 
 
 
Internal Affairs Agent:  
 
Throwing the book (100cp): 
 
Power word: Cash (100cp): 
 
Little birdy told me (400cp): 
 
Men in Black (400cp) 
 
Voice of Nanotrasen (600cp) 
 
Hellish Lawyer (600cp) 
 
 
Security: 
 
Went to the academy (100cp): 
 
Nature of Intent (100cp): 
 
Riot control (400cp): 
 
I AM THE LAW! (400cp): 
 
Flashlights and T Shirts (600cp): 
 
HALT CRIMINAL SCUM! (600cp): 
 
 
Detective: 
 
Went to the range (100cp): 



 
Twitch Reflexes (100cp): 
 
Inquisitor (400cp): 
 
Gut feeling (400cp): 
 
Noir (600cp) 
 
Cigarette daydreams (600cp) 
 
 
Mechanic:  
 
What was that sound? (100cp): 
 
Wrench monkey (100cp): 
 
Concussive maintenance (400cp): 
 
Practical problem solver (400cp): 
 
Greasemonkey (600cp): 
 
Engineseer (600cp): 
 
 
Janitor: 
 
Meet Mr. Mop! And Ms. Bucket! (100cp): 
 
Always on time (100cp): 
 
Neat trinkets (400cp): 
 
PHD in slack (400cp): 
 
Germacide (600cp) 
 



Hero this station needs (600cp): 
 
 
Cargo Technician:  
 
Not in the red yet… (100cp): 
 
Stocks 102 (100cp): 
 
A real business transaction (400cp): 
 
Shady Friends (400cp) 
 
Space Gypsy (600cp) 
 
Workin’ The deal (600cp) 
 
 
Shaft Miner:  
 
Eye for ore (100cp): 
 
Spess survival 101 (100cp): 
 
Power word: Boast (400cp): 
 
Nose for gold (400cp): 
 
Monster Hunter (600cp) 
 
Urist McJumper (600cp) 
 
 
Medical Doctor: 
 
Diagnosis: Grim (100cp): 
 
OH GOD HIS LEG! (100cp): 
 



Valuable crew member! (400cp): 
 
Surgery Savant (400cp): 
 
MEDIC! (600cp) 
 
Virologist (600cp) :  
 
Chemist:  
 
Tradeskills like mom wanted (100cp): 
 
Modern major general (100cp): 
 
Dangerously volatile… (400cp): 
 
Unhinged (400cp): 
 
Got my PHD in Explosives… (600cp) 
 
Mr. “Al” Chemist (600cp): 
 
 
Geneticist: 
 
Counter-monkey CQC training (100cp): 
 
Monkeying around (100cp): 
 
Cloning Blues (400cp): 
 
Monkey master (400cp): 
 
Jean-Stealer (600cp): 
 
Xenobiologist (600cp): 
 
 
Roboticist:  



 
Tools of Goliath (100cp): 
 
Do not fist android girls (100cp): 
 
Shadows of giants (400cp): 
 
Ping! (400cp): 
 
Chicks Dig it (600cp): 
 
Dreaming of Electric Sheep (600cp): 
 
 
Scientist: 
 
Action archaeology (100cp): 
 
Degree in blue-space (100cp): 
 
Science hasn’t gone far enough! (400cp): 
 
Pushing the envelope (400cp): 
 
Bluespace Wizard (600cp): 
 
Unearthing Mig-22s (600cp): 
 
 
Bartender:  
 
Mixologist (100cp): 
 
Bouncer (100cp): 
 
All yer’ sorrows (400cp): 
 
Wild west (400cp): 
 



Love potion #9 (600cp): 
 
And the bottle make Three (600cp): 
 
 
Cook:  
 
Friend of food (100cp): 
 
Swedish (100cp): 
 
Secrets of Fud (300cp): 
 
Knife juggler (300cp): 
 
Quantum Confectionary arts (600cp): 
 
Hello, delicious friends! (600cp): 
 
 
Botanist: 
 
Days work (100cp): 
 
Level headed (100cp): 
 
Garden Warfare (400cp): 
 
Green thumb (400cp): 
 
Meta-Botanist (600cp): 
 
Son of a shepherd (600cp): 
 
 
Clown: 
 
Honk! (100cp): 
 



Down with the clown (100cp): 
 
Can’t put down the clown (400cp): 
 
Dazed and confused (400cp):  
 
Jester of Madness (600cp):  
 
Powered by Laughter (600cp):  
 
 
Mime:  
 
Vow of Silence (100cp): 
 
Artist by another name (100cp): 
 
Speaks in Hands (400cp): 
 
Sticky Fingers (400cp): 
 
*Bang Bang*! (600cp):  
 
Silent but deadly (600cp):  
 
 
Chaplin: 
 
Funeral rites (100cp): 
 
Crusader (100cp): 
 
Food for the soul (400cp): 
 
Dancing the devil out (400cp): 
 
Smile upon The Gods (600cp):  
 
Walls of Faith (600cp):  



 
 
Librarian:  
 
Driven to Smut (100cp): 
 
Journalist (100cp): 
 
Covered wars y'know (400cp) 
 
Monster enthusiast (400cp): 
 
Heretic (600cp):  
 
Words to live by (600cp):  
 
Traits: 
Combat Model (100cp, Silicons only)- this upgrade makes a silicon (borg, synth, android) able to withstand 
twice the punishment to their synthetic skin while also gaining powerful piston-like punches, and increasing all 
natural armour and redundancy on their model to reduce all damage by one quarter of what it normally should 
be. Makes all non-synth slightly bulkier but grants borgs vehicle tracks to move themselves, greatly increasing 
speed. 
 
 
 
Mutations: 
 
Items: 
 
Companions: 
 
Drawbacks: 
 
 


